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V —f(r), the'potential at other points is known in the form of the definite integral (6).                                                                 >^
Other forms for Pn and therefore for V may be obtained by other substitutions. For example if we begin with / —------~------:—— = . t,—^—^- and put
a=l—ph, ~b=pht c==j=7^/( —1) we find
2n  f71"
Pu=—  I    (sin^)u{»sini^±>s/( — 1) cos ib}n <2^. v J 0
This result is due to Catalan, Bulletin de Soc. Math, de France, 1888, vol. rvi., p. 129.
3O3. Ex. 1. To find the potential o/a uniform circular ring of infinitely small ^ section at any point not on the axis.
Let the origin be the centre of the ring and let the axis of the ring be the axis of z. Let a be the radius of the ring, M its mass.
The potential at any point Q on the axis distant r from the origin is evidently M[*Ja* + r2. We shall expand this in powers of rja or a/r according as r is less or greater than a. Taking the first supposition, we have
When r is greater than a the expression may be deduced from that just written down by interchanging a and r.
The potential of the ring at any point P not on the axis is therefore
according as r is less or greater than a.
.Ex. 2. A solid ring is generated by the revolution of a closed curve about an axis Oz and is symmetrical about the equatorial plane. Prove that the level surfaces in the immediate neighbourhood of the intersection 0 of the axis with that plane are given by 2z2- #2-?/2=/3 where £ is a constant.
Since the potential at a point on the axis is of the form A+Br\ the result follows from Legendre's rule, Art. 300.
Ex. 3. A solid anchor ring is generated by the revolution of a circle of small radius a, the centre describing a circle of radius c. Prove that in the neighbourhood
M (      a?     2z2 — xz- w2)
of the origin the potential at the point xyz is V= — -jl - 5-5 -- -p; — —\ .
C   ^      oC"              4c-         J
Ex. 4. Prove that the potential V of a homogeneous oblate spheroid of mass M at an external point P is
where r, 6 are the polar coordinates of P referred to the centre and axis of revolution, and e is the eccentricity of the generating ellipse.
To prove this we first find the potential V at an external point on the axis and
By using Laplace's rule, Art. 297, we at once deduce that the potential of a

